
IRONICALLY PEOPLE LOVE CELEBRITIES

People Love Celebrities Abdullah Khalid Sweileh American University of Sharjah John F. Kennedy once said, â€œThere
is always inequality in life. Some men are.

To avoid being rude, embarrassing myself, or saying nothing, I came up with this list of things to say when
meeting a celebrity: 1. Pretty Angelina Celebrity Obsession What is it a about celebrities that so obsesses us?
They already get followed in person by paparazzi and are asked questions about their personal lives from fans
and reporters all the time. Girls happen to be many persons so are actually consistently underneath general
public recognition. Next, there's a shift. Some of them managed to bounce back, while others remain in
financial trouble. If a person is going through a divorce, loses a job or is having relationship problems,
celebrity obsession may be a life raft they cling to. People spends a huge amount of money to watch
celebrities. Are these reasons valid? Therefore, corporations are willing to pay this amount of money to
celebrities because many people admire them, and will do what they do. If they have a movie or song to sell
us, it is up to us to buy it, or not. When celebrity worship goes overboard, it usually starts out benign, Houran
said. Unless the Illuminati has it and is keeping it a secret. We want to know all the nitty gritty details about
their personal life, and the more personal the better. Is it because other people like doctors and firefighters
deserve that money more? It is a very powerful marketing weapon. For some reason there is a collective
misremembrance that Big Daddy Kane went on the Oprah Winfrey Show and told the host he had the virus.
Physiologist and Author John F. Getty Images Many celebrities go from being rich and famous to being
involved in lawsuits or spending sprees that trigger bankruptcy. Grant was broke after leaving the Oval Office.
Plumb denies it. All of my friends agreed that stars happen to be overpaid apart from me. Celebrities get paid a
fair cut from the revenues they generate. We were arguing about celebrities wages and whether they are
overpaid. In addition to the productivity and the failure rates as determents of celebrities wages, most people
look at celebrities as idols and value what they do. There is a huge thriving industry selling us the dirt on
celebrities. It is not just that we enjoy their work, be it singing or acting or playing golf. Odds are, the celebrity
has a story about how they were nervous meeting someone they look up to. Naturally, some sore losers say
Red Sox team members painted the sock , or filled it with ketchup, so that Schilling could have even more
glory. People have long looked to monarchs for social, and even fashion, cues: The now-ubiquitous white
wedding dress caught on after Queen Victoria wore one in  Nevertheless , this cash is attained by all of them,
they are worthy of it, and so they have the right to spend that on no matter what they want. Bay was adopted
and, while searching for his biological parents, history revealed that Frankenheimer had a one-night stand with
his mother and might be his real dad. There happen to be a large number of rewards not to mention cons for
you to your star life. Celebrities give interviews, share juicy information about their personal lives, and even
engage directly with fans on sites such as Twitter. Doctors make more money than firefighters because the
failure rate of becoming a doctor is higher than the failure rate of becoming a firefighter. Is it easy to become a
celebrity? People enjoy the escapism of celebrity gossip and bond with others over a favorite star. The reason
behind that has to do with business.


